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CV Danielle Huls

Danielle Huls is an architect and urban designer. Since 2013 she runs the practice KettingHuls that she set up with Monica 
Ketting. The practice works on projects that vary in scale, dimension and program; ranging from objects to architecture to 
urban planning. KettingHuls is an open-minded practice, has an eye for the lived-in environment and seeks beauty in the 
everyday, with an interest in the concept of slow living. 

At the moment Kettinghuls is working on 
- Residential Buildings with 110 Dwellings and Commercial Spaces around a Marina, Almere, the Netherlands
- A Working Building for the Creative Industry, 10.000 m2, Ouder-Amstel, the Netherlands
- Extension and renovation of Elementary School De Zevensprong, Best, the Netherlands 
- Research by design ‘Parking Two-Wheeled Vehicles in High-Density Urban Blocks’

Danielle is a guest lecturer at the Technical University in Delft, the Academy of Architecture in Amsterdam and Academy of 
Architecture Groningen. 

Danielle has won several competitions. Among the award winning projects are Atriumterrein, Urban plan for a Sports 
Complex, Kerkrade, the Netherlands (2016); Watersley Sports & Talent Park, Masterplan for a Residential Campus for Sport-
talents, Sittard, the Netherlands (2018) and the nomination for Public Building of the Year, Architectenweb Awards 2020 with 
Restobar Mama, Maastricht, the Netherlands.

She has given several lectures on her work of which recently an interview with Michiel van Raaij, chief editor of the Dutch 
biggest online platform, to listen via Architectenweb Podcast.

Work
Danielle has worked as an architect in Amsterdam since 1997. At first as architect-director at the Architectengroep later in 
her own office Danielle Huls Architect. She has worked on a wide range of assignments and has seen to a number of large 
housing projects built.

In 2007 she started work at Bureau B+B (Urban Development and Landscape Architecture) as an urban designer and joined 
the board of directors two years later. At B+B, Danielle worked on urban plans and landscape designs in the Netherlands, 
Belgium, Denmark and China and has been involved with the redevelopment of brownfield sites as well as with the design of 
new suburbs.

Since 2019 she is a member of Advistory Committee, a diverse group of professionals from the world of architecture and 
related sectors, who give Arcam (the architecture centre of Amsterdam) input into the composition of the program and help 
think about the content of the program.

Education
Danielle qualified as an architect at the Technical University in Delft. Her thesis project was awarded with a honourable 
mention. She then completed the Diploma School at the Architectural Association in London (with a scholarship from Fonds 
voor Beeldende kunsten).


